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Abstract 
Hwang, S-G., Doubly stochastic irculant matrices, Discrete Mathematics 94 (1991) 69-74. 
Let P, denote the n X n permutation matrix with l’s in the positions (i, j) where j = i + 
1 (mod n). Let I’: denote the set of all n x n doubly stochastic circulants of the form 
cul, + j3Pn + yP$ and let p,, denote the minimum value of the permanent on I$ Mint (1972) 
and Suchan (1981) proved that 2-” < p,, C 2’-“. This note proves the following assertions: 
(i) If al,, + bP, + cPi E rz is a matrix of minimum permanent on rz, then 0~ b < $, 
$<a=c<$; 
(ii) c(n = min,,, (1/2”(1 + t)“){(l + ViTT)” + (1 - ViX)” + 2t”); 
(iii) 2~” + 202” < pn < 2r-“. 
Introduction 
A circulani is ti m&=ix of the form 
n-1 
c @Pi 
i=O 
where P, stands for the n x n full cycle permutation matrix with ones in the 
positions (1,2), (2,3), . . . , (n - 1, n), (n, l), and P”, = I,, is the n x n identity 
matrix. 
For a non-empty subset J of (0, 1, . . . , n - I}, let c[J] denote the set of all 
doubly stochastic irculants 
c tZi Pi. 
ieJ 
Then c[J] is the convex hull of the matrices PL, i E J. 
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We call a matrix A E c[J] a minimizing matrix on c[J] if per A 4 per X for all 
x E C[J]. 
Throughout this note, let fz denote the set &J{O, 1,2}], and let 
pn = min(per X 1 X E ri}. 
The matrix al, + Bpn + UP: E rz is denoted by C&Y, /I, u). 
In [2], Mine studied the permanent on rz and proved the following theorem. 
Theorem M. If n 3 3, then for my C&Y, 6, y) E I’$ 
pcrC,(CyJ, y,=c”*~)“+(~-~)~+~+~. 
Making use of Theorem M, he also proved that 2-Y pn d2l-“, and 
pm <per C,($, 3, f) for n 3 5. 
Later, in [3], Suchan proved that p, < 2’-” and also that, for n = 3,4, cc, = 
per G(f, 3, f)- 
The purpose of the present note is to study the structure of a minimizing matrix 
on m[J] and give a rather simple formula for p,. We also give an improved lower 
bound for cs,, namely, 2-” + 2-h < cc,. 
2. Permanental minors of a mhimhing matrix 
For an n x n matrix A, let A(i 1 j) denote the matrix obtained from A by 
striking out the row i and the column j. We call per A(i ] j) the (i, j)-permanental 
minor of A. 
In this section we shall observe the permanental minors of a minimizing matrix 
on c[J]. 
Notice first tha, for any n x n matrix X = [xii], 
x12 
. . 
x n2 
l -- _y. 
1 [ 
x22 
. 
in p,’ = : 
x 
X 
n2 . . . 
nn 
x12 
. . . 
%?a x21 
. . 
. . 
. . 1 . . . x 
nn x l nl 
. . . 
Xln X11 1 
Thus we easily see that, for any A = [aii] E c[J], and any k E J, per A(i 1 j) = 
per A(1 I k + 1) for all i, j such that j - i = k (mod n). For example, if n = 5 and 
J = { 1,3,4}, then a matrix A E G[J] has the form 
A = [a,] = 
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for which 
perA(l 12) if aij= a, 
per A(i 1 j) = per A( 1 14) if aii = /I, 
perA(l 15) if a,-- = y. 
Now we can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let A = [aij] be a minimizing matrix on c[J]. Then per A(i I j) = per A 
whenever aij > 0. 
Proof. Write A = Eke, a,P,k. Suppose that p, q E J, p c q and ap > 0, a, > 0. For 
a real number E with sufficiently small absolute value, let A, = A + E(P~ - P,“). 
Then A, E c[J], and 
perA,=perA+2 (perA(i I[i+pjnj-perA(i I [i+q]&+O(E*) 
i=l 
where [i + p],, = i + p (mod n) and [i + q],, = i + q (mod n). Hence, by the above 
discussion, we have 
per A, = perA + n{per(l I 1 +p) - perA(l I I + q)}~ + O(E*), 
from which it follows that per A(1 I 1 + p) = per A(1 I 1 + q) by the minimal@ of 
the permanent of A. Thus, for all i, j with aq > 0, per A(i I j) have the same 
value. 
Now, since A is doubly stochastic, it must be that per A(i I j) = per A for all i, j 
with aij > 0 and the proof is completed. El 
Observing the proof of Lemma 1, we see that for a minimizing matrix 
A=[a,]EG[J], perA(iIj)sperA forj-iEJ(modn) andaii=O. 
Corokry. If C,,(a, b, c) is a minimizing matrix on I’& then each of a, 6, c is less 
than 4. 
Proof. Let Cn(a, b, c) = [a,] and suppose, for example, that a 2 $. Then 
per A(1 I 1) 2 a2* l l l a,, = ($)“-’ 
so that per A 2 (i)“-’ contradicting the fact that cln < 2’7 0 
3. Minimizing matrices on c 
In this section we devote ourselves to the minimization problem foi the 
permanent function on the set I’:, and prove that, if Cn(a, 6, c) is a minimizing 
matrix on l-‘i, then a = c. We also give a lower bound for cc,. 
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For that purpose let B,,(a, b, c) denote the following n X n tridiagonal matrix 
c 
b=. 
a . . 
0 
0 - 
C. . 
. . 
. . . 
. . 
l l . 
. 
’ l .
l * 
. ‘. . 
. 
l l .. 
* . l c 
l l . 
‘a 6 c 
a 9 
and let &, = per B,(a, b, c). 
Mint [2] proved that, for n 3 2, 
x, = bA,_1 -I- a&-;! 
and also that, if 6 = j/8’ + 4ac# 0, then 
(1) 
(2) 
where u = (b + 6)/Z, v = (b - 6)/2, which is equivalent o the following equation 
;Inzu 
?Z+t n-l-1 -v -_ 
U -V 
(3) 
From (3), we get 
I uA~__~ + 21” = A,, VA,-* + u” = A,. 
on If and let A, = Lemma 2. Let A = C,(a, b, c) be a mirzimizing matrix 
per B,(a, b, 4, u = ;(b -I- v-b), v = #!J - j/-i). Then we have 
(4) 
a&_2 + cR-’ = per A, 
c11,__2 + a+’ = per A, 
I 
ulh,+ + II”-’ = per A, 
v&,-~ + U”-’ = per A. 
(9 
(6) 
Proof. We can directly compute that perA(l 1 1) = CA,+ + a”-’ and 
i;erA(l 13) = ajZn_2 + P-l, from which Equation (5) follows with the aid of 
Lemma 1. 
Since perA(l 12) = 3L,_r, we have Equation (6) by (4) and Lemma 1 again. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem. 
Le? Cn(a, b, c) be a minimizing matrix on I’:. Then a = c. 
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Proof. Since per A < 2’-“, we know that a > 0, c > 0. Suppose that a #c. Then 
by Lemma 2, we have 
n-l il 
n-2 = 
an-l._cn-‘_u _#-l 
a -C u -V 
where u = i(b + vm), v = i(b - v=). 
For a real number E such that 1~1 C min{a, b}, let A(E) =A - E(ln - Pz). Then 
A(E) E I’$ Let S = j/m and S(E) = vb2 + 4(a - E)(C + E). Then 
so that 
Hence by Theorem M, we have 
per A(E)=u” + nunB1~E+vn -nv"-'ff&% 
+a” -na “-*& + cn + nc”-‘E + 0(E2) 
n(a _ c) p-1 _ g-1 
n-l 
=perA+ 4 
6 
-4a -c 
n-l 
& + 0(E2) 
a -C 
= per A - $(a - c)A,,_~E + O(E~). 
Since An-2 > 0, we could choose E so that per A(E) < per A, contradicting the 
minimality of A. Therefore it must be that a = c. Cl 
For a minimizing matrix C,(a, b, c) on rt, since a + b + c = 1, we have, from 
the corollary to Lemma 1, the following corollary. 
Corollary. If Cn(a, b, c) is a minimizing matrix on ri, then 
Ocbc;, t<a=c<$ 
Let Cn(a, b, c) be a minimizing matrix on I’:. Then we can give a formula for 
cc, = per Cn(a, 6, c) in terms of b as follows. 
Pn =f ((b + l/b2 + (1 - b)2)n + (b - db2 -d- (I - b)2)” + 2(1- 6)“) 
because a = c = i(l - b). 
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Ifwesett=(l-6)/b, thenl<t<mand 
1 
Pn = 2”(1 + t)” 
((1 + diq7 + (1 - jG7)” + 2t”). 
Thus we have shown half of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let p,, be the minimum permanent on the set I+:. Then: 
(9 ((1 + Vi3)” + (1 - I/iqn + 2P). 
(ii) + + f -e p,. 
Proof. We prove (ii) only. First notice that I/m > t and hence that 
(l+j/m)“>(l+t)“. WealsoseethatI/m<l+t, i.e. thatt>v???-:. 
which tells us that tn > (1 - I/i??)n. Since t/(1 + t) 2 4 for t 2 1, we have, 
finally, that 
by (i), and the proof is completed. Cl 
To me it seems that there are two real numbers cy, /.3 such that b = a + (- 1)“p 
if Cn(a, b, c) is minimizing matrix on I’:. But until now I have no idea of proving 
it. 
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